CHAPTER 61
CARRIAGE OF PERSONS

Article 2. Carriage for Reward.

ARTICLE 1
GRATUITOUS CARRIAGE OF PERSONS

§ 61101. Degree of Care Required.

§ 61101. Degree of Care required.

A carrier of persons without reward must use ordinary care and
diligence for their safe carriage.

SOURCE: CC § 2096.


---------

ARTICLE 2
CARRIAGE FOR REWARD

§ 61201. General Duties of a Carrier.
§ 61202. Vehicles.
§ 61203. Not to Overload.
§ 61204. Treatment of Passengers.
§ 61205. Rate of Speed; Delays.

§ 61201. General Duties of a Carrier.

A carrier of persons for reward must use the utmost care and diligence
for their safe carriage, must provide everything necessary for that purpose,
and must exercise to that end a reasonable degree of skill.

SOURCE: CC § 2100.

§ 61202. Vehicles.
A carrier of persons for reward is bound to provide vehicles safe and fit for the purpose to which they are put, and is not excused for default in this respect by any degree of care.

SOURCE: CC § 2101.

§ 61203. Not to Overload.

A carrier of persons for reward must not overcrowd or overload his vehicle.

SOURCE: CC § 2102.

§ 61204. Treatment of Passengers.

A carrier of persons for reward must give to passengers all such accommodations as are usual and reasonable, and must treat them with civility, and give them a reasonable degree of attention.

SOURCE: CC § 2103.

§ 61205. Rate of Speed; Delays.

A carrier of persons for reward must travel at a reasonable rate of speed, and without any unreasonable delay, or deviation from his proper route.

SOURCE: CC § 2104.

CROSS-REFERENCES: Regulation of taxicabs is found in Title 16, Chapter 11, Guam Code Annotated. Laws respecting the Guam Mass Transit Authority are found in Title 12, Guam Code Annotated.
